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ABSTRACT

The first real participatory budget was implemented in the Czech Republic in 2014. Since that time, 
the number of participatory budgets implemented by Czech municipalities increased significantly. With 
the rising popularity of this mechanism, I have conducted a simple quantitative analysis of possibly all the 
cases of the participatory budgets that were implemented in the Czech Republic between 2014 and 2018. 
This analysis aimed to identify the main characteristics and features as well as general trends of participa-
tory budgeting in the Czech environment. Most attention was focused on the indicators of attractiveness 
and effectiveness of participatory budgets in the Czech Republic such as the ratio of the funds allocated for 
participatory budgeting compared to municipalities’ annual budgets or the connection between participa-
tory budgets and voter turnout compared to other kinds of elections in the Czech Republic. This paper’s 
main asset is that it identifies and summarises all the cases and the main characteristics of participatory 
budgeting that were held in the analysed time period in the Czech Republic.
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INTRODUCTION

All around the world, participatory budgeting (hereinafter referred to as PB) is 
quite a known and used mechanism. It was estimated that only in Europe between 
2005 and 2012, more than 13 hundred participatory budgeting instances took place, 
involving more than 8 million citizens [Sgueo 2016]. Despite this fact, the Czech 
experience with participatory budgeting did not start until 2014.1

1  Although there were several initiatives that tried to implement the so-called participatory budgeting 
already in 2012 [rozpocetprovsechny.cz 2019].
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This study will focus on the development of the use of participatory budge-
ting since 2014 until 2018 in the Czech Republic. It aims to collect the data 
about all participatory budgets that took place in the analysed time period and 
to provide the reader with basic quantitative analysis of all the cases. The study 
will specifically focus on: 1) the number of participatory budgets, that were 
implemented by Czech municipalities each year in the analysed time period; 
2) the amount of finances allocated by each municipality and also on the ratio 
of the allocated funds compared with annual budgets of municipalities; 3) the 
attractiveness of PBs in terms of voter turnout. The scope of this study is purely 
empirical so that I will omit the theoretical framing of the research dedicated to 
participatory budgeting.2

PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING – DATA COLLECTION

Even though participatory budgeting is getting more and more attention from 
the Czech municipalities each year – as the number of implemented participatory 
budgets is rising every year – the Czech Republic does not have any legal instrument 
that would deal with this tool. With the absence of duty of the municipalities to report 
implemented PBs they initiated, it is quite hard to identify all the cases that took 
place during the past few years. 

To find all the cases, I had to rely on publicly available data such as the ones 
provided by NGOs; webpages of municipalities or newspapers. Because of this 
scarcity of sources, I had to contact the municipalities in those cases where some 
data were either missing, or other sources of these data were not uniform. It has 
to be said that because there is no legally binding reporting duty of municipalities 
to inform authorities about implemented PBs, in some cases, I struggled to get 
the data directly from the municipalities. Sometimes the city officials were not 
responding, and sometimes the municipalities (mostly those cases, where PBs 
were not successful and where only one edition of participatory budgeting took 
place) did not even collect the data about the participatory budgets that they had 
initiated. Despite these complications I was able to identify the vast majority of all 
the participatory budgets that were held between 2014 and 2018. But the question 
is: were all of these cases real PBs?

2  It should be at least mentioned that participatory democracy [Pateman 1970; 2012] and deliberative 
democracy [Cohen 1989; Bohman, Rehg 1997; Elster 1998] are two main theoretical frameworks that are 
being used for participatory budgeting.
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BEGINNINGS OF PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC – 
A PROBLEM WITH THE DEFINITION

The first debates about the implementation of participatory budgeting in the 
Czech Republic were brought by citizens’ initiatives such as “Alternativa Zdola”. 
These initiatives aimed at informing Czech citizens and authorities about the assets of 
PB as mechanisms for local development and transparent distribution of municipali-
ties finances. The initiatives drew mainly from foreign literature and experience of 
other cities and organisations that were involved in promoting participatory budgeting 
in other countries [Vojtíšková 2016a].

Particular participatory budgets (or procedures that were close to the key ideas of 
PBs) were introduced for the first time in the Czech Republic in 4 small municipali-
ties (Nelahozeves, Pržno, Příbor and Třanovice) between 2012 and 2014 [rozpocet-
provsechny.cz 2019]. In those municipalities, local authorities let the inhabitants 
decide, which pre-selected cases (mainly cultural or sports events or activates) they 
want to support financially. The residents could not propose any projects. They could 
only distribute finances allocated by the municipality for pre-selected cases. But, is 
the fact that the residents of these municipalities could participate and help the mu-
nicipality with the allocation of its finances satisfying enough, so we can talk about 
participatory budgeting (it has to be said that these procedures called themselves 
“participatory budgeting”)?

That brings us to a definition problem. Even in the Czech Republic the term 
“participatory budgeting” represented procedures that were quite different when 
speaking about their internal setting. Some of the initiated participatory budgeting 
procedures were very limited in terms of public participation (as specific cases 
mentioned above), some others offered much more deliberative approach. As Yves 
Sintomer, Carsten Herzberg and Anja Röcke [2008: 168] say: “It is therefore nec-
essary to develop a methodological definition, which includes a set of minimal 
requisites in order to clearly differentiate this participatory procedure from others 
(such as neighbourhood funds) and which, at the same time, is comprehensive 
enough in order to give sufficient leeway to procedures with different specificities”.
They identify five key criteria: 1) the financial/budgetary dimension must be dis-
cussed as the participatory budgeting operates with limited financial resources; 
2) the administration level of municipality (city district) has to be involved in the 
PB process; 3) also it has to be a repeated process (as one meeting or referendum 
is not sufficient); 4) the process must include some form of public deliberation; 
5) finally, accountability on the output is required [Sintomer, Herzberg, Röcke 
2008: 168]. According to these five criteria, the above-mentioned cases cannot be 
labelled “participatory budgets”.
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PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING – MORE AND MORE POPULAR MECHANISM

The first real participatory budgeting (that met all of the five criteria specified by 
Sintomer et al. [2008: 168]) was held in the city district Prague 7 in 2014 – where 
the municipality allocated CZK 1 million. Unfortunately, this first PB had several 
problems (insufficient information campaign, only one meeting with citizens, very 
few places, where citizens could vote, etc.), which resulted in very low voter turnout 
(only 0.15% of the inhabitants of the city district) [Vojtíšková 2016b]. Nevertheless, 
since that time, the number of municipalities that are implementing PB procedures 
is increasing every year.

In total, I was able to identify 44 municipalities that were using PB (either 
successfully or unsuccessfully) since 2014. Those procedures more or less met the 
conditions of PBs. Between 2014 and 2018 (I mapped only those procedures that 
already ended as some others are still being carried out), 98 participatory budgeting 
periods took place in the Czech Republic. Every year, the number of municipalities 
that were implementing PB was increasing – I have prepared a quantitative analysis 
of the cases that were, with no doubt, PBs in its nature and design (because there 
were also some procedures that called themselves PB, but their configuration was of 
different nature). Also, some of the municipalities that carried out these procedures 
did not provide any data, which made the analysis of these cases impossible.

I was able to collect data about 81 participatory budgets that were carried 
out in the years 2014–2018 in 40 different municipalities. In 2014, we had only 
one municipality using PB (unsuccessful case of city district Prague 7), in 2015 
– there were 3 PB procedures. In 2016 – 13, in 2017 – 31, and in 2018 – 33 PB 
procedures in the Czech Republic. It has to be said that most of the times these 
procedures did not start and finish in the one-year period – so for the purposes of 
the quantitative analysis, I have assigned each procedure to the year when it was 
launched (Figure 1).

It is evident that most of the times, the municipalities that implemented PB 
used this mechanism in the following year as well. It is expected that the number of 
participatory budgets implemented in the Czech Republic will increase in 2019 at 
least to 53 cases [participativnirozpocet.cz 2018]. Very important characteristic of 
each of the individual participatory budgets is the amount of allocated finances by 
the municipality. Funds allocated for PB procedures differ quite significantly. From 
CZK 100,000 (EUR 3,860) allocated by the small city of Hejnice (approximately 
2,700 inhabitants) to CZK 30,000,000 (EUR 1.16 million) provided by the second 
Czech biggest city – Brno (380,000 inhabitants). As the amount of allocated finances 
varies a lot, it is much more useful to look at the ratio of allocated money 
compared with an overall budget of the municipalities (or its expenditure 
component to be more precise). Municipalities allocated on average 0.55% of their 
annual budget for the PB – the biggest share of its budget was allocated by the small 
city of Dobřejovice in 2016 – 2.58%. Only 12% of all municipalities (10 of 81) 
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Figure 1. Number of participatory budgets between 2014 and 2018

The figure shows how many PBs were implemented each year. Each colour represents a number of municipalities that im-
plemented the PB: a) for the first time (blue); b) for the second time (orange), c) for the third time (grey); d) for the fourth 
time (yellow).

Source: Author’s own study.

allocated more than 1% of its annual budgets for PB procedures. The municipalities 
were at least increasing the budget of their PB procedures if previous PB periods held 
by the municipalities were successful – as 48% of those municipalities, which held 
more than one PB procedure, at least once increased the PB budget for upcoming 
seasons – on average, they increased the budget by 30% (the other 52% of muni-
cipalities allocated the same amount of money as in the previous year) (Figure 2).

Let us consider the amount of money allocated by the municipalities 
on PB procedure per resident of the city (who was at the of age of 15 or 
above – as most of the times, citizens who were older than 15 years were allowed to 
participate in PB procedure – either propose projects or vote on them). On average, 
the citizens could decide directly, how to spend approximately CZK 100 (EUR 4). 
When talking about this statistic, the most generous city was Říčany (small city near 
Prague), which enabled each citizen above 15 to spend more than CZK 400.

In reality, however, the citizens were deciding on much higher amounts of money 
– why is that? Because the voter turnout, when voting on the proposed projects, was 
quite low. On average, the voter turnout was 6% (the biggest voter turnout was in 
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Figure 2. Ratio of allocated funds compared with expenditure component of the annual budget  
of analysed municipalities

The X-axis (bins) represents the percentage of the expenditure component of annual budget that was allocated for PB proce-
dures. Y-axis shows number of municipalities that falls into each of the bins.

Source: Author’s own study.

2017 in Mníšek pod Brdy – 38%). The citizens who voted for some of the proposed 
PB projects were deciding on more than CZK 2,900 (approx. EUR 110). In the city 
district Prague 20, each voter directly decided on almost CZK 18,000 (approx. EUR 
695) from the participatory budget worth CZK 1 million (more than EUR 30,000 
EUR) – because only 56 (out of 12,795 eligible voters) citizens voted on proposed 
projects (Figure 3).

In Figure 3 there is depicted voter turnout in each of the municipalities that 
carried out a PB procedure in 2018. It is obvious that participatory budgeting is not 
as attractive as different kinds of elections, where the citizens can show their prefe-
rences. It is not surprising that the elections with the highest turnout are presidential 
elections. Parliamentary elections are perceived by citizens as second most impor-
tant, which corresponds with the rates of voter turnout. Local elections (at least in 
the analysed municipalities) are on the third place when talking about voter turnout. 
Unfortunately, participatory budgeting is not close to the turnout of the traditional 
elections in terms of voter turnout.

As can be seen, the trend of the voter turnout for different municipalities is not 
the same. As depicted in Table 1, in some municipalities, the voter turnout increased 
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in consequential rounds of participatory budgeting. In other cities, citizens showed 
less interest in the following rounds.

In reality, however, the citizens were deciding on much higher amounts of money – why is 

that? Because the voter turnout, when voting on the proposed projects, was quite low. On 

average, the voter turnout was 6% (the biggest voter turnout was in 2017 in Mníšek pod Brdy 

– 38%). The citizens who voted for some of the proposed PB projects were deciding on more 

than CZK 2,900 (approx. EUR 110). In the city district Prague 20, each voter directly decided 

on almost CZK 18,000 (approx. EUR 695) from the participatory budget worth CZK 1 

million (more than EUR 30,000 EUR) – because only 56 (out of 12,795 eligible voters) 

citizens voted on proposed projects (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Voter turnout comparison 

The figure illustrates the turnout of different kinds of election in the municipalities that used participatory budgeting in 2018. 
Green dots represent voter turnout during second round of presidential election that took place in January 2018. Red dots 
represent voter turnout of parliamentary elections that took place in October 2017. Yellow dots illustrate turnout of local 
elections from October 2018. Black dots show turnout for voting phase of parliamentary budgeting procedures that took place 
in 2018.3 

                                                           
3 During the voting phase of PBs even citizens who were older than 15 years were allowed to vote. In other 
elections (as depicted in Figure 3), only citizens older than 18 could vote. 

Figure 3. Voter turnout comparison

The figure illustrates the turnout of different kinds of election in the municipalities that used participatory budgeting in 2018. 
Green dots represent voter turnout during second round of presidential election that took place in January 2018. Red dots re-
present voter turnout of parliamentary elections that took place in October 2017. Yellow dots illustrate turnout of local elections 
from October 2018. Black dots show turnout for voting phase of parliamentary budgeting procedures that took place in 2018.3

Source: Author’s own study.

This study is of descriptive nature and uses mainly data that were publicly ava-
ilable. It would be necessary to conduct a qualitative analysis, which would aim to 
identify the biggest challenges that the municipalities are facing when implemen-
ting participatory budgeting. It would be crucial to investigate, how much (or to 
what extent) are the municipalities fulfilling the necessary criteria of participatory 
budgeting proposed by Sintomer et al. [2008: 168]. All of the analysed Czech cases 
of participatory budgeting meet these above-mentioned criteria, but some of the 
municipalities meet them to a larger extent than others. It would be interesting to 

3  During the voting phase of PBs even citizens who were older than 15 years were allowed to vote. 
In other elections (as depicted in Figure 3), only citizens older than 18 could vote.
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Table 1. Trends of voter turnout in different municipalities 

Municipality
1st round 
of PB

2nd round 
of PB

3rd round 
of PB

4th round 
of PB

Brno 3.62% 4.50% – –

Český Krumlov 1.96% 2.15% – –

Hejnice 1.07% 3.01% – –

Chomutov 5.07% 5.06% – –

Chýně 12.90% 11.42% – –

Klášterec nad Ohří 6.85% 5.37% – –

Litoměřice 0.81% 0.99% 0.81% –

Mnichovice 14.38% 14.67% 17.26% –

Mníšek pod Brdy 38.05% 15.10% – –

Opava 5.69% 6.62% – –

Ostrava Mariánské Hory a Hulváky (district) 4.12% 8.46% 6.70% –

Ostrava-jih (district) 4.20% 4.30% 3.89% –

Ostrava-Poruba (district) 2.38% 1.84% 2.93% –

Praha 10 (district) 5.33% 4.87% 2.33% 2.73%

Praha 20 (district) 0.59% 0.44% – –

Praha 3 (district) 3.60% 1.83% – –

Praha 5 (district) 0.79% 2.77% – –

Praha 6 (district) 3.37% 3.71% – –

Praha 8 (district) 4.22% 2.70% – –

Praha Kolovraty (district) 13.58% 9.40% – –

Praha Slivenec (district) 5.43% 8.40% – –

Praha Suchdol (district) 7.72% 9.80% – –

Praha Zbraslav (district) 8.38% 18.90% 9.36% –

Říčany 8.45% 5.98% 5.55% –

Sadská 3.22% 0.66% – –

Semily 1.74% 2.44% 4.09% 8.76%

Slaný 7.84% 4.77% – –

Turnov 25.60% 1.94% – –

Žďár nad Sázavou 2.44% 2.83% 4.69% –

The table shows how the voter turnout changed in the municipalities that took use of participatory budgeting more than 
once in the analysed time period. In total, 11 out of 40 analysed municipalities used participatory budgeting only once 
between 2014 and 2018. Highlighted in red are those editions where the voter turnout was lower than in the previous 
edition. PB editions where the voter turnout increased in comparison with the previous PB edition are highlighted in green.

Source: Author’s own study.
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analyse all the PBs from a qualitative perspective to find out where the PBs are more 
effective and attractive and what are the main reasons for it.

USE OF PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING IN DIFFERENT AREAS

Ideas to implement participatory budgeting in the Czech Republic are not that old 
(even though the mechanism itself was firstly introduced in Porto Alegre in the 1980s). 
In the Czech Republic, the first public debates and seminars, where the participatory 
budgeting as a tool for local development was introduced, took place in 2011 [Vojtíško-
vá 2016a]. Despite the fact that since that time, participatory budgeting became much 
more popular, we still do not have any legal framework that would deal with PBs in 
the Czech Republic. Participatory budgeting does not even belong to “big” political 
topics. It is brought up only during local elections, most of the time, by politicians, who 
are trying to run for office at the municipal level4 [parlamentnilisty.cz 2014].

Even though participatory budgeting does not belong to frequently discussed topics 
(at least among national politicians), it is interesting that this mechanism is used for 
different purposes. Since 2014, participatory budgeting has been used by Pirates Party 
for the distribution of a portion of funds they get from the state [Ferjenčík 2014]. Every 
member of Pirates Party can prepare and submit a project (it has to be project that is 
publicly beneficial) and consequentially, the members of the party then decide on the 
level of individual projects’ funding. Pirates have been using PBs internally for last 
5 years [Pirátská strana 2019]. Participatory budgeting is also becoming a mechanism 
that is being implemented by Czech grammar and high schools [Vojtíšková 2016c].

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this paper was to identify and summarise all the cases, where Czech 
municipalities implemented participatory budgeting as a mechanism for transparent 
distribution of finances between 2014 and 2018. As the effort of the municipalities 
to incorporate their citizens to participate in public affairs increased over the past 
ten years, the number of different budgeting mechanisms and tools increased quite 
significantly. It was thus inevitable to find a clear definition or to identify criteria that 
would help in recognising cases, where the municipalities implemented participatory 
budgeting, and not other instruments. Based on five criteria postulated by Sintomer 
et al. [2008: 168], I was able to identify more than 80 cases of more or less successful 

4  This is the case of Jan Tříska [2014] from ČSSD or Michal Pilař [2018] from TOP09. Participatory 
budgeting was also brought up by other politicians during the local election campaigns. For example, Vít 
Rakušan [2018], chairman of STAN or a local politician Jakub Stárek [2018] tried to emphasize the need 
to implement PBs at the local level.
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participatory budgets in the Czech Republic between 2014 and 2018. Unfortunately, 
not all of the municipalities that have implemented participatory budgeting in the 
analysed time period, provided the data about the progress of their PBs. As there is no 
legal framework that would deal with the participatory budgeting (either implemen-
ting this mechanism or at least binding the municipalities to collect and publish the 
data of past editions of PBs), my analysis was entirely depended on publicly available 
sources (webpages of municipalities; newspapers or data provided by NGOs) or, at 
least in some cases, on the data collected directly from the municipalities officials.

In the end, I was able to conduct an analysis of 81 editions of PBs that took place 
in 40 different municipalities between 2014 and 2018. The most positive fact that 
came out of the analysis is that each year, the number of PBs increased – in the last 
year of analysis (2018), I identified 33 municipalities that took advantage of participa-
tory budgeting. For this year (2019) it is expected that even more municipalities (over 
50) will implement PB. One of the goals of the analysis was to assess the attractive-
ness of the PBs that could be derived from the municipal spending on PBs or voter 
turnout during the voting phase of PBs. On average, the municipalities allocated to 
PBs only 0.55% of its expenditure component of municipal annual budget. Even the 
average voter turnout was quite low. With only 6% of the voter turnout on average, 
the participatory budgeting is far behind other kinds of elections that the citizens 
can participate in. Moreover, a common observable trend of the voter turnout for 
consequential PB editions was not present, as in some municipalities more citizens 
participated in following editions of PBs, but in other municipalities, they were not 
successful with attracting more citizens in consequential rounds.

This study was rather of descriptive nature, and its goals were to identify and 
analyse all the participatory budgeting cases that took place between 2014 and 2018. 
It would be interesting to conduct qualitative research that would help to better 
understand the internal mechanisms of participatory budgeting implemented in the 
Czech Republic. The biggest asset of this paper is its summarising aspect that could 
potentially help other researchers with further studies on participatory budgeting in 
the Czech Republic. Based on the results of this study, it would be also interesting 
to prepare a comparative analysis of different cases (either Czech or international) 
that could serve as a foundation for future policy papers.
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